Smartness of a small company, reliability of a big one. Delivering high quality IT services in all phases of the customer lifecycle – from risk management and invoicing to debtor management, the sale of receivables and debt collection. Changing the world with fintech solutions built in Estonia.

IT DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION CENTER IN TALLINN IS LOOKING FOR

.NET DEVELOPER INTERNS

Internship will last for 2-3 months. Additional internship or project opportunities will be available for exceptional performers.

Key tasks:
- Developing, implementing, maintaining and supporting software applications and workflows
- Cooperating with internal stakeholders
- Analyzing and documenting
- Producing the specifications and writing the program codes
- Participating in the architecture design efforts
- Testing, identifying problems, suggesting improvements to existing and new features, presenting and sharing the ideas for solutions
- Seeking, evaluating and recommending new technologies and concepts to add value and develop products/features
- Supporting and interacting with the international locations and vendor partners for interconnection projects into a global collection service framework
- Supporting the change request and issues resolution process for existing deployments

Requirements:
- Currently studying Computer Sciences, Informatics or comparable discipline
- Willingness to learn and interest in technology
- Very good knowledge of English
- Good organizational and teamwork skills
- Basic knowledge of at least one programming language
- Understanding of the structure and building blocks in IT systems

We offer:
- Working with real projects and real customers in real time
- Being part of an agile highly skilled development team
- Inspiring atmosphere flooded with humor, excellent coffee and awesome team
- Chance to participate in all team meetings and events: team lunches, summer days, cinema visits etc.
- Modern working environment (designed by professionals) in the center of Tallinn

Recruitment

Start of work
ASAP

Location
Pärnu mnt 102c

Contact information
cv@arvato.ee
+372 6100 307

Address
Pärnu mnt. 102 C
11312 Tallinn Harjumaa

Homepage
www.arvato.ee